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Vistara Freedom Fares: 
 

 
      
 
  

  

Fare Family

Meals on board Buy on Board Complimentary hot meal Complimentary hot meal
Enhanced complimentary 

hot meal 

Enhanced complimentary 

hot meal 

Enhanced complimentary 

hot meal 

Complimentary gourmet 

meal 

Complimentary gourmet 

meal 

Complimentary gourmet 

meal 

Beverage on board
Complimentary tea or 

coffee

Complimentary tea or 

coffee

Complimentary tea or 

coffee

Complimentary hot or 

cold beverage including 

Starbucks Coffee

Complimentary hot or 

cold beverage including 

Starbucks Coffee

Complimentary hot or 

cold beverage including 

Starbucks Coffee

Complimentary hot or 

cold beverage including 

designer mocktaisl and 

Starbucks Coffee

Complimentary hot or 

cold beverage including 

designer mocktaisl and 

Starbucks Coffee

Complimentary hot or 

cold beverage including 

designer mocktaisl and 

Starbucks Coffee

Free Checked-in baggage allowance 1 pc, max 15kg 15kg 20kg 20kg 25kg 30kg 30kg 35kg 40kg

Excess baggage fee ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg ₹ 500 per kg

Standard Hand baggage allowance

7kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

7kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

7kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

10kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

10kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

10kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

12kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

12kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

12kg + an add'l smaller 

item thant can fit under 

seat

Additional Hand Baggage Allowance 

("Carry On Plus")
Not permitted

Upto 5 kg 

(chargeable)

Upto 5 kg 

(chargeable)

Upto 2 kg 

(chargeable)

Upto 2 kg

 (chargeable)

Upto 2 kg 

(chargeable)
Included Included Included

Upgradeable

(thru fee, vouchers, or CV points)
No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes n/a n/a n/a

Club Vistara Points Accrual 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Club Vistara Tier Points Accrual 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Advance Seat Selection
Complimentry, select 

seats only

Complimentary, any seat 

except Emergency Exit

Complimentary, any seat 

except Emergency Exit
Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary

Priority Handling (Check-in, Boarding, 

and Baggage)
Not offerable Chargeable Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary

Lounge access Not offerable Chargeable Chargeable Chargeable Chargeable Chargeable Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary

Changes

(Permitted up to 2 hours prior to 

departure)

 No changes permitted ₹ 2500 per change

One free change up to 72 

hours of departure, ₹ 

2,500 thereafter

₹ 3000 per change ₹ 2500 per change

Two free changes  to 48 

hours of departure, ₹ 

2,500 thereafter

₹ 3000 per change ₹ 2500 per change

Two free changes up to 

24 hours of departure, ₹ 

2,500 thereafter

Cancellation*  Only taxes refundable ₹ 3000 cancellation fee

Free up to 72 hours of 

departure, ₹3,000 fee 

thereafter

₹ 3500 cancellation fee ₹ 3000 cancellaton fee

Free up to 48 hours of 

departure, ₹3,000 

thereafter

₹ 3500 cancellation fee ₹ 3000 cancellaton fee

Free up to 24 hours of 

departure, ₹3,000 

thereafter

No Show** Only taxes refundable ₹ 5000 fee ₹ 4000 fee  Only taxes refundable ₹ 5500 fee ₹ 4500 fee  Only taxes refundable ₹ 6000 fee ₹ 5000 fee

Notes:

* Lower of airfare or cancellation fee is forefeited; taxes are always fully refundable

** Lower of airfare or no show fee is forefeited; taxes are always fully refundable
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                                   VISTARA FREEDOM FARES: GDS GUIDE                                                 
 

Amadeus: 
Travel agents are able to book airline fare families via Amadeus and easily access to their information. 
With the introduction of VISTARA (UK) fare families (Effective on 31JUL2018), Amadeus travel agents 
will benefit from this new content to sell fare families that suit each customer preferences. 
 

Where to use Fare Families? 
Amadeus fare families are available in: 
- Cryptic 
- Amadeus Selling Platform Connect 
- AeTM 
- All Fares + 
- Web services 
 

Fare quote display:FQDDELBOM/AUK/FF 

Vistara’s fare brands are easily identified by the last two letters of each fare basis code, e.g. 
YL/YS/YF/PV/PS/PF/CV/CS/CF. 
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Pricing by Fare Family in cryptic: FXP 
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To List all upsell propositions FXY01: 

 

 
 
 
Display fare family description: FQF1: 
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Display fare using two brands : 

 
FXP/FF2-ECOYL/FF3-ECOYS will return best price for FF Economy Light on segment 2 and the best price 
for FF Economy Standard on segment 3 
 
 

 
 
 
Upsell list in a specific cabin: 
 
FXY/K - This entry is to list all upsell proposition in the specific cabin class and to the higher cabin. 
 
The upsell list display the current fare and the upsell propositions to the next higher fare. 
 
 
Upsell teaser after pricing in cryptic  
The Upsell teaser is returned upon any pricing/best pricing transaction (FXP, FXX,FXA). 
 
The upsell teaser is an appended line that proposes the cheapest fare in the next higher fare families. 
The price difference and the proposed fare families are displayed. 
 
 
 
Pricing and teaser key follow-up transactions: 
- FQF1 to see the priced fare families description 
- FQF/TS to see the teaser fare families description 
- FXU/TS to rebook the PNR in the teaser proposition  
- FXY1 to see the entire list of upsell propositions 
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Homogeneous upsell panel in cryptic 
 
 
The upsell transaction can return homogeneous propositions with the option FXY/FFH. 
Using this option, all the LHG fare families will be returned in output if available. 
 
 
FXU to (re)book in the selected recommendation  

ex: FXU3 will rebook the in recommendation 3 
 
 

In case of multiple passengers in the PNR, all the corresponding upsell proposals have to be selected. 
Example: FXU2-3 will rebook in recommendation 2 to 3 
 
Otherwise, an error message is returned. 
ALL SOLUTIONS ARE NOT IN SAME BOOKING CLASS 
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Sabre : 
 
Display a fare quote : 
FQDELBOM12AUG-UK {FQ (city pair)(departure date)-(airline code)} 
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Fare quote rule display: 
 

 
 
 
Display specific rule from line: 
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Price itinerary using Low Fare Search (WPNI): 

 
 

 

Display all Brands Available:  

WPNI‡BRALL«                                                      
BARGAIN FINDER PLUS IN PROGRESS PLEASE WAIT     
 
                  
CURRENT ITINERARY-LOWER AVAIL CLASS OF SERVICE FOUND¶            
1  UK          708  U 12NOV M  CCU  DEL 0815P 1035P 320 0 /E¶    
   1ADT     5368      5368                ¶                      
TOTAL FARE - INR      5368       ¶                               
/PEY VALUE-PREPV-UK-A¶                                           
VALIDATING CARRIER - UK¶                                         
REBOOK TO OBTAIN ABOVE FARE-USE WPNCB¶                           
                                                               ¶ 
BARGAIN FINDER PLUS ITINERARY OPTIONS¶                           
                                                               ¶ 
OPTION 1¶                                                        
1  UK          720  U 12NOV M  CCU  DEL 0710A 0925A 320 0 /E¶    
BR1-1     1ADT     5368      5368                ¶               
TOTAL FARE - INR      5368       ¶                               
VALIDATING CARRIER - UK¶                                         
CAT 15 SALES RESTRICTIONS FREE TEXT FOUND - VERIFY RULES¶        
BR2-1     SOLDOUT¶                                               
BR3-1     1ADT     9282      9282                ¶               
TOTAL FARE - INR      9282       ¶                               
VALIDATING CARRIER - UK¶                                         
CAT 15 SALES RESTRICTIONS FREE TEXT FOUND - VERIFY RULES¶        
BR4-1     1ADT    11172     11172                ¶               
TOTAL FARE - INR     11172       PRIVATE ¤¶                      
VALIDATING CARRIER - UK  
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Price itinerary with the Brand available 
                                       ‡ 
WC‡1-BR1«   entry to use/book option 1 above                                                    
12NOV DEPARTURE DATE-----LAST DAY TO PURCHASE 26JUL/2359¶        
       BASE FARE                 TAXES/FEES/CHARGES    TOTAL¶    
 1-      INR3900                      1468XT         INR5368ADT¶ 
    XT       186YR        154WO        491K3        637IN ¶      
            3900                      1468              5368TTL¶ 
ADT-01  UH15PPV/PV¶                                              
 CCU UK DEL3900INR3900END¶                                       
NON RE-ROUTABLE/2PC-20KG/REBOOKING SBJCT TO PENALTY/NON ¶        
ENDORSABLE¶                                                      
VALIDATING CARRIER - UK¶                                         
                                                               ¶ 
AIR EXTRAS AVAILABLE - SEE WP*AE¶                                
BAGGAGE INFO AVAILABLE - SEE WP*BAG¶                             
 1 UK 708Y 12NOV M CCUDEL SS1   815P 1035P /DCUK /E¶     original segment booked         
 2   ARNK¶                                                       
 3 UK 720U 12NOV M CCUDEL SS1   705A  925A /DCUK /E.¶    new bargain finder segment booked 
based on options provided     
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Travelport Galileo and Apollo: 
 

Availability 
Search or Fare 
Shop request 
using cryptic 
commands 

Availability – A21AUGCCUDEL 
Availability Out and Back – A21AUGCCUDEL++22AUG 
Fare Shop – FSCCU21AUGDEL22AUGCCU 

 
 
 

Availability 
Search via user 
interface 

 

 
 

 

Fare Shop 
using 
Smartpanel 
 

 
 

 

At the bottom of the 
Travelport Smartpoint 
terminal action bar - Select 
FS. 

 
Please complete all the 
necessary fields and select 
Search. 

Availability 
Response 

 

 

 
 
All airlines participating in 
branded fares and 
ancillaries will show the 
<<B>> indicator on the 
availability screen.  
 
Please note not all routes 
maybe available with 
branded fare information 
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Fare Shop 
Response 

 
 

Every price option where 
branded fares and 
ancillaries is available will 
be displayed with a Green 
hyperlink. 
 
Click the price to launch the 
branded fares and 
ancillaries information. 
 
Note: No hyperlink will be 
displayed in the price 
option for non-branded 
fares and ancillaries 
participants. 

Fare Quote 
Response 

 

 
 
 
 

At time of fare quote  
FQBB – Galileo/ $BB - Apollo 
The fare family / Brand 
name is displayed along 
with the upsell amount 
 
Where branded fares and 
ancillaries information is 
available for the fare 
chosen, you will see a green 
view and the total fare 
within the price response 
shown with a green 
hyperlink. 
 
Click on either to launch the 
branded fares and 
ancillaries information. 
 
Note: No hyperlink will be 
displayed in the price 
option for non-branded 
fares and ancillaries 
participants. 
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Branded fares 
and ancillaries 
display – from 
Fare Shop and 
Fare Quote 

 

 
 
 
 
 

This screen will show: 
- Airline logo 
- Fare Brands with 

images,  
- Marketing text quick 

overview of what is 
included in each of the  
Brand / Fares 

- One-way fare amounts 
excluding taxes 

 
There will be a tab per 
flight in the itinerary. 
 
Travelport Smartpoint will 
always show the first 
available upsell fare 
option.  If more than one 
upsell is available, or any 
down-sell options are 
available, the ALL OPTIONS 
button will appear. 
 

 
 
Ancillaries 

 

 
 

 
Clicking on the ancillary 
icon on the right will 
display the description and 
picture. 

 

To display the 
additional 
available 
brands 
 

  
When the ALL OPTIONS button 

is clicked, all the Brand 
options available will be 
displayed. 
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To browse between brands 

without making any 
selection, simply click on 
the brand name. 

 
 
 

Select an 
Upsell 

Remember that upsells can be applied differently to each 
segment in the itinerary. Use each tab to select the required 
fare for each segment.  
 
 

 

 
To select an upsell we simply 

click on the desired brand  

 
 
 
The image, text and ancillaries 

associated to the selected 
brand are displayed. 

 
When selected, the additional 

charge appears in the 
runway on the bottom line  
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Selecting the MATRIX tab, 
Travelport Smartpoint will 
present an overview list of 
ancillaries for each 
available Brand, with an 
icon showing if they are 
included, not included or a 
chargeable extra. 
 
- included 
- not included  
- chargeable     USD 

 
 
 
 
 

Ancillaries  
 

 

 
When you click on the icon, 
a pop-up will appear with a 
detailed description of that 
ancillary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Summary 
Display and 
Sell 

 Once you have selected the 
required brand for each 
part of the itinerary, click 
on Fare Quote to obtain 
total itinerary price 
including all applicable 
taxes and an updated 
summary. 
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The MODIFY button will 
take you back to the 
branding/selection screen. 
 
The CONFIRM/REBOOK 
button will add the flight 
segments into the PNR.  
 
Note: Fare will be stored if 
name(s) is present in the 
PNR. 
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Travelport Worldspan 
 
 

Availability Search or 
Fare Shop request 
using cryptic 
commands 

Availability – A12NOVLHRTLV 
Fare Shop -$P12NOVLHRTVLLHR/R16NOV 

 

 
 

Availability Search via 
user interface 

 

 
 

 

Availability Response  

 

All airlines participating in 
branded fares and ancillaries 
will show the <<B>>indicator 
on the availability screen.  
 
Please note not all routes maybe 
available with branded fare 
information 
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Fare Shop using e-
pricing script 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Please complete all the 
necessary fields and select 
Continue. 

Fare Shop Response  

 

Every price option where 
branded fares and ancillaries 
is available will be displayed 
with a Blue hyperlink. 
 
Click the price to launch the 
branded fares and ancillaries 
information. 
 
Note: No hyperlink will be displayed 
in the price option for non-branded 
fares and ancillaries participants. 

 

 
Fare Quote Response 

  
At time of fare quote 4P  
The fare family / Brand name 
is displayed along with the 
upsell amount 
 
Where branded fares and 
ancillaries information is 
available for the fare chosen, 
you will see a blue view and 
the total fare within the price 
response shown with a  
blue hyperlink. 
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Click on either to launch the 
branded fares and ancillaries 
information. 
 
Note: No hyperlink will be displayed 
in the price option for non-branded 
fares and ancillaries participants. 

Branded fares and 
ancillaries display – 
from Fare Shop and 
Fare Quote 

 
 

 

This screen will show: 
- Airline logo 
- Fare Brands with images, 
- Marketing text quick 

overview of what is 
included in each of the  
Brand / Fares 

- One-way fare amounts 
excluding taxes 

 
There will be a tab per flight in 
the itinerary. 
 
Travelport Smartpoint will 
always show the first 
available upsell fare option.  If 
more than one upsell is 
available, or any down-sell 
options are available, the ALL 
OPTIONS button will appear. 
 

Ancillaries   
Clicking on the ancillary icon 
on the right will display the 
description and picture. 
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To display the 
additional available 
brands 

 
 

 
When the ALL OPTIONS button is 

clicked, all the Brand options 
available will be displayed. 

 
To browse between brands 

without making any selection, 
simply click on the brand 
name. 

 
 
 

Select an Upsell Remember that upsells can be applied differently to each segment in the 
itinerary. Use each tab to select the required fare for each segment.  
 
 

 
To select an upsell we simply click 

on the desired brand  
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The image, text and 
ancillariesassociated to the 
selected brand are displayed. 

 
When selected, the additional 

charge appears in the runway 
on the bottom line  

 

 
 
 

 
 
MatrixView 

 
 

 
Selecting theMATRIX tab, 
Travelport Smartpoint will 
present an overview list of 
ancillaries for each available 
Brand, with an icon showing if 
they are included, not included 
or a chargeable extra. 
 
- included 
- not included  
- chargeable     USD 

 
 
 
 
 

Ancillaries   
When you click on the icon, a 
pop-up will appear with a 
detailed description of that 
ancillary. 
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Summary Display and 
Sell 

 

 

Once you have selected the 
required brand for each part 
of the itinerary, click on Fare 
Quote to obtain total itinerary 
price including all applicable 
taxes and an updated 
summary. 
 
The MODIFY button will take 
you back to the 
branding/selection screen. 
 
The CONFIRM/REBOOK button 
will add the flight segments 
into the PNR.  
 
Note: Fare will be stored if 
name(s) is present in the PNR. 


